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7"'i" order. In Micah this has getwrak 'i''' hat 'f* tnphet (lIiq*)Sed the first threeFduard ieIsen. ('Studies in Biblical Theology," No 11.) London:
",t,,i,',,irt'.tianMovement Press (Chicago: Blessing Book Store), 1954. Pp. 108. chapters dealing with doom, but the rern,sin. dest,ni largely with hope is a series of

later appendages. After a searching exanhtuatlon .s 'hr omplex 4 traditions in Chaps.7 it (h ,'. $2 4-5, the author concludes that the work of former wholar, has o'rsirnplihed a problem
In the Foreword to this monograph H. H. Rowley remarks that so far as he knows that can only be solved by tracfitiO-histor).

the four hpters 'offer a better introduction to traditio-historical criticism than can Finally, the author turns to Gen 6-9 as a cheeoe example of source criticism in the
he found cItes here in any of the international languages of scholarship" - a judgment Pentateuch. He first summarizes the i Gunkel Anti other, on these chapter'., iii,f
,N :,,h which this reviewer heartily concurs. The author's purpose is to present "the then shows that by their own methods many unanswered questions remain, soiiw of
ii,"krn problem of oral tradition together with some analyses of Old Testament tradi- which have forced the literary i rttii' to "u4v" them hit re("ilr,e to a Redactor \ '
Lion,. ,Iluttrating, I hope, that literary criticism is not the only legitimate scientific mechanical division of the present test into two independent written sources dix
appra(h to the texts of the Old Testament." do justice to it_because it "is a work of art, rornriosed of different traditions, it is true.

In the first chapter he stresses the term "modern problem," and means by it the but in such away that a unified work has been the result." The author who is responsible
problem of oral tradition posed by the "Uppsala School." After a brief survey of the for the arrangement of the tradition. has triei to comlin-e a definite chronoIniral
work of the leading Scandinavian scholars, beginning with Nyberg's Studien sum scheme; if he is "P (to use the terminoliq of lite:arv critics,. it is no longer possilik to
JJoo'ak'uche 1935), the author turns in Chap. IL to the subject of oral tradition in the regard this P as an independent sourer fiesul,' the ,tier traditions or strata." Nor i'
Near East. His basic position is summarized by a quotation from Plato to the effect he merely a redactor, harmonizin tradition. which he lid not create, he it indeed a
that he invention of writing is not necessarily one of the greatest of all good things in very great artist.
human culture because it has tended to "produce forgetfulness in the minds of those According to the author, the method,, ,t trg't,tio-hjst' b not disregard literart,




%k ho learn to use it" so that "they will not practise memory." Our "modern contempt sources, but they presuppose as fart that the i-t4icated history of oral iradit,',ns
or learning by heart is not exactly characteristic of the ancient Semites." Their cannot be solved by the ,cis*rs and pa'. methoi -' literats ritit'im With this tb'
world was dominated by a genuine, living oral tradition in which the written word was reviewer finds himself in heart,., a(ree1tee Yet .ne polo! n particular he wool,!
not ,,nsidered an independent mode of expression. Writing was the business of the register some reserve. The tendenri, a 'w oral ' ,1itionafi'it is to emphasize the
speialist, and used mostly for commercial and diplomatic purposes. Literature was great importance of the oral and t,, Otinoutse the tn rtancr ,'4 the written. In order
reduced to writing only in periods when there was a general crisis of confidence and to make their case ,tron(er they sImss s. ..,ff,, date the written a'. l,its' ,i,
when faith in the spoken word began to waver, possible (or even Iater,t. There is no Ip.cr here for .'.iples .office it to say that this

In Chap. Ill the author applies these generalizations to the OT. He believes with tendency is not a necessary part of the isethodot.sj, itself. Certainly by the 10th
Nvberg that "the written Old Testament is a creation of the post-exilic Jewish commu- century there was a great deal of liutrar' activity I'.sel; there ix no need to mar one's
nity; of what existed earlier undoubtedly only a small part was in fixed written form." results by preconceived o0:up!".n'. regarding 'he 'fates of preset literar'. forms unless
He attempts to show the relatively insignificant role which writing played in pre-exilic there is some definite evideiicr
Israel. The change from oral to written literature took place, not because a cultural and . ISNEST %V014-Hr
literate summit had been reached, but because with the fall of Israel and then of Judah,
a crisis of confidence was reached. Even then, however, the written did not put an end
to the oral, as the rich oral tradition of later Judaism flowered even after a fixed canon

Yalwek y su Pueb'o, by Felix Asensio, S J. Rome. Pontifical Gregorian ln,versity,came into being. 1953. Pp. 254. 13.60.In the final chapter he contrasts the variant approaches of literary criticism and
the history of tradition to three UT passages. First, in regard to Jer 36 he discusses the This essay in biblical theology folk' the same author's !pfis'rtc,,rdia ,
modern attempt by literary criticism to solve the riddle of a prophetic book. He main- which appeared in 1949. Father Asensio here sttjdie" The covenant and rplatp,t ,leas:
tains that this attempt has not succeeded because of the refractory nature of the material, election, the presem r .1 Yahweh, the people an(! the land A Yahweh, the rne,nic
The circumstances of Jer 36 were very peculiar and the light it "throws on the literary perspectives of the covenant and the univer.alism rrplicit in the covenant h' 'hesis
genesis of scriptural prophecy as a whole is very small indeed." of the book, it ' can be timm,artzed. seem'. 'o he 'hit The c',v"naflt '. an .inr,rn' idea.

Next, in treating Mic 4-5, he points out that literary criticism in the prophetic not sumperims.'d ii 'I" as'rtar, h.1 tradi'sn. t' a a'.-, sge 'hit it ri h- r.
hooks has piir.u'l a double aim. One is to establish certain criteria by which the earliest f.rms 'he elements of ntver,a!tsni an ' e-'.a' ".rn i!'. .'gh "
original orls ando '-i the prophet can he segregated; the other is to trace the history 'ban these eler.'ents i'r. , '.. r ','rs'i:rp ' . yen.,'

do' }o<.k ' 'ii. ui to-at t. ri of the various closses, u-tiaI! of an ''inferior'' .n -rm and . tn'i'-
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